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Introduction : 

The general idea behind these new tools that i have recently developped is to be able to detect 
and measure the main absorption process. I have used here a three dimensionnal dom heatmap
on the same chart, and for the same instrument.

As you can see here, there are globally three main region with three different dom heatmap.

1) the first dom heatmap will be displayed like a pure and traditionnal heatmap, with the 
standard and classical coloration logic method.



We have here the same shade of same color for the bid side and for the offer side ! Only the size
of the limit orders are considered on these dom heatmap.

The biggest the limit orders size from the DOM are, the more you will see some hot color 
(orange and red).

The lowest the limit orders size from the DOM are, the less you will see some cold color (blue 
and cyan). 

For each rectangle drawn in black, we have highlighted a period of 30 minutes of trading ; you 
can see in whyte at the bottom of each black rectangle the delta volume value cumuated for this
period of 30 minutes. (range box).

The biggest volume filled are noticed by a red or green bubble. These bubble are designed in 
different size which are defined manually.

We can also see a volume profil at the right side of each rectangle ; these profil are showing the 
delta volume value for each price level of the range box. (30 minutes)

The HFT Buy and Sell alert has been kept here and it is showing a momentum on the market 
making behaviour (with the famous (CDV-CDUDTV) delta).



The HFT Abs alert has been added ; By HFT Abs alert, i mean HFT absorption alert ! This alert will
be printed on the region 1, only when you have an absorption rate which is superior to an X 
value (defined manually)

2) On the second DOM heatmap you will find the classic market making view that we have 
traditionnally on the quant spread tracker ; this dom heatmap has a shade of green color for the 
bid side ; and a shade of red color for the offer side.

I have added the famous CDV and CDUDTV line, and i have inserted only the HFT alert which are 
into the same direction than the market making behaviour (with a little star below or above 
each HFT buy or sell alert)



The volume profil that you can see on the left side of this region 2 will display the entire delta 
volume value, cumulated per price level, and that since the open of the day ! it's a daily delta 
volume profil. 

You can also see some red and green bubble on these second region ! they are here to illustrate 
the size of the biggest buy and sell market orders (volume) ; therefore, these bubble type are 
designed to adjust their size depending on the price bar you can see on the chart ! It's largely 
more "dynamic" than the other bubble type that we can find on the region 1.



3) On the third region, you can see a pure purple dom heatmap ! It is manually adjusted if 
needed. On this dom heatmap, we can see the absorption rate with this red and green 
histogramm ! 

This absorption rate, or absorption degree is calculated as follow : 

Absorption degree = (Delta Volume of the price bar / Range of the price bar). 

This histogramm with the absorption degree will help you to measure the real strenght of the 
absorption phenomena ; and you will be abe to measure and compare these different 
absorption degree each other. 

The whyte line is a price line ; and the red/green line with the little rectangle is the (CDV-
CDUDTV) delta which is cumulated since the open.  It will help us to compare the absorption 
phenomena, with the market making behaviour ! when these two parameters are matching 
together, it's a real good clue to expect a standard market making price moovement.



On the extreme right side of the tools, you can see a classic tape ! time and sales windows.

These tape is filtered to show only the biggest volume transacted ! I have also added the bid size
column and the offer size collumn, in order to show which was the size value who was there 
during the transaction. Usefull to detect some noticable iceberg orders for example.



Conclusion and goal of this [QUANT] OrderFlow Analyzer tool : 

----> this tools is highly and mainly focused on the studie of the absorption phenomena.

---> this tools is highly visual with these three dimensional heatmap, and the coloration logic 
method has been improoved to help the trader to get the data very fast, and to be able to see 
quickly which data he need to plot.



----> the market making behaviour data are still here and the logic is still here (CDV, CDUDTV, 
etc) ; the different orderflow data, and market making behaviour data has been preserved and 
sorted on the different region of the tools.



---->  the absorption degree is now clearly measured and illustrated with a propper histogramm 
in order to detect correctly and measure the different absorption powerness with more 
efficiency. 

 

---> A specific alert has been specially designed to detect the biggest absorption degree value, in
order to be alerted and informed of the most important absorption phenomena that occure 
during the day. 



--->  the main goal and the main target is to be able to match the different market making 
behaviour signal, and stop loss hunting logic, with these different absorption phenomena ! 
When these two logic are pointing to the same direction, we can be more sure, that the market 
making is effective. 


